Lodging

$45 deposit required for all first time clients as well as for non-member bookings during the holidays w/ a 72-hour cancellation notice required in order to receive a refund of the deposit.

Lodging includes Playgroup for pets who have been evaluated.

Lodging fees are to be paid upon drop off and all pets must check-in by 3:00 PM

There is a $10 special handling fee for all pets not participating in Playgroup for any reason (client request, not spayed/neutered, not approved, not evaluated, etc.)

No refunds or credits will be given for early checkout

Kenneling - $45 per night per dog (must check in no later than 3:00 PM & checkout by 11:00 AM)

Suites –

Economy Suites - $75 for 1st pet, $45 each additional (maximum 3 pets per suite).

Luxury Suites - $95 for 1st pet, $45 each additional (maximum 3 pets per suite).

Lodging at The Dirty Dog Pet Services is more than just a stay at the average kennel!

Pets spend as little time in their lodging accommodations as appropriate for their specific energy level and exercise needs!

We offer positive reinforcement of known commands, general obedience training for a successful lodging stay and special attention to their individual needs. Our highly trained Pet Care Team provides much more than simply babysitting. They are trained in group behavior, pack mentality, dog body language, and general obedience. You will not find a better dog:staff ratio and YOUR pet’s safety and well-being is always our number one priority.
Daycare

Initial Dog Testing must be performed prior to scheduling an evaluation day.

We offer positive reinforcement of known commands, general obedience training for a successful daycare day and special attention to their individual needs. Our highly trained Pet Care Team provides much more than simply babysitting your pet. They are trained in group behavior, pack mentality, dog body language, and general obedience. You will not find a better dog:staff ratio anywhere and YOUR pet’s safety and well-being is always our number one priority.

There are 3 levels of playgroup determined by our evaluation in order to be certain your pet is in an appropriate group for their needs, comfort level and safety.

Green – General playgroup plays for a majority of the day.

Yellow – Special Groups require additional staffing and space but get less group time overall than greens– recommend training for more playtime in the future.

Red – One-on-one for pets who do not socialize well with others, do not qualify for other playgroups, or have not been evaluated.

**Daily Rate** - $35 per day per dog. *Pets who have not be evaluated or do not qualify for playgroup for any reason are $45 per day*

**Memberships:**

- Memberships include free nail trim(s) and 50% off bathing services (upon request) for the duration of the membership.
- Overnight lodging during active membership = selected lodging rate less the daily rate:

  **Example1:** if the selected lodging rate is $75 for the economy suite, and you have a membership, then you subtract the $35 daycare rate because it was already paid by the membership; therefore, the cost for overnight is $40!

  **Example2:** general lodging is $45, subtract the daycare rate of $35, overnight cost is $10 with membership

  **1 week unlimited** - $180 (more than 25% off daily rate).

  **1 month unlimited** - $600 (more than 25% off daily rate).

  **3 months unlimited** - $1,700 (more than 30% off daily rate).

**New Package Options:** *(CAN be shared amongst pets of the SAME household ONLY)*

- 5 days - $165
- 10 days - $300
- 20 days - $540

*Packages must be PREPAID and used within 30 days of purchase! No exceptions will be made as these discounts are reserved for regular attendees*

*Packages CANNOT be used for lodging, only for daycare! Regular overnight lodging rates apply.*
Training

Trick of the month - $50 (30 days working with your pet during daycare days – at the end of 30 days we’ll show off!

Where are we Wednesdays - $25 per outing – additional socialization for your pet in a new, exciting, and stimulating environment with focus on maintaining manners and impulse control.

Play & Train:

Puppy Socialization classes ($500) – 4-week program, 4 daycare days per week, for puppies 10 weeks to 5 months of age. They will work with a trainer on basic manners, social skills in small group interactions, handling for grooming and vet, confidence, leash skills, focus/attention, kennel training and potty training. Tailored to meet the needs of the puppy. The end goal is to transition to regular daycare (or training classes with the owner) and to set the puppy up with a good foundation.

Training Issues ($55/session) – Weekly training offered Monday thru Thursday, pay as you go. Leash Walking Skills, Battling Reactivity, Recall, No Jumping, Kennel Relaxation, Doors, Go to Place. This is a progress-based service and duration will vary per pet depending on pet owner commitment and consistency. Weekly progress reports and communication between staff and pet owner is required for effective transition from facility to home. Our trainer will meet with you for a short time to go over each session and provide demonstrations to help make this transfer as smooth as possible.

Stay & Train: ($425/week)

2 to 4 weeks of boarding and training (by our recommendation to achieve goals, minimum of 14 days) for any of the above listed issues while your pet is in our care.

Evening and Weekend Classes will be coming this Fall!
Grooming

**Puppy Baths Membership** $150 (Unlimited use; for pups under 6 months of age only).

**Puppy Introduction to Grooming Package** $200 (Unlimited use; pups under 6 months of age; Includes Bath Package plus Trimming Face, Feet, Feathers and Sanitary Areas).

**Full-Service Bathing** – Includes Bath, Blow Dry, Brush Out, Toenail Clipping, Ear Cleaning, and Gland Expression.

- Extra Small Dogs $30
- Small Dogs $35-45
- Medium Dogs $40-45
- Large Dogs $45-50
- Extra Large Dogs $65 to $90

**Full-Service Grooming** – Includes Bath Service plus a Professional Clip and Style.

- Extra Small to Medium Dogs $45 to $65
- Large Dogs $65 to $80
- Extra Large Dogs $80 to $125

**Additional Grooming Services**

- Mat Removal $5 to $15
- Flea Bath $15 plus Bath Price
- Nail Clipping $10
- Nail Filing $15

Pawdicure (Pad Conditioning, Nail Filing, Nail Painting) $20 (a $35 value!)

- Nail Painting $10
- Pad Conditioning $10
- Ear Cleaning $10
- Gland Expression $10